l6o	THE   HERO  IN   HISTORY
a hero who has missed his chance. But where his will and insight
remain firm,, the hero as demagogue must "fool" his following
into accepting them. He must develop a public platform, on the
basis of which he solicits confidence, and a secret programme in
whose behalf he uses the confidence so won. He becomes a
threat to democracy. The greater his faith in himself, the more
disinterested his intentions, the more fateful the issue to which
his heroic vision drives him, the more insidious is the menace
to the whole rationale of democracy. Particularly so if the hero
or potential event-making character believes himself to be the
indispensable instrument of his vision.
Until now we have assumed that the standpoint of the hero
is one that cannot recommend itself to the majority in the light
of free discussion and intelligent inquiry and that if it is adopted
it is only in virtue of chicanery and demagogic fraud. Let us
now assume that the majority is properly persuaded that the
hero is right. The latter may still regard the processes of democ-
racy as a fetter upon his calling. For these processes grind too
slowly, and many things will not wait. If he is confident that he
knows the community's good, and convinced that it hangs in
the balance, the hero is tempted to confront it with afatt accompli*
Well-intentioned opposition that delays and obstructs appears
to him as objective betrayal, and can easily be pilloried as such.
And he knows that, if he succeeds, a great deal will be forgiven
him.
But need a democracy move slowly? No, for its pace can be
accelerated by delegation of power to the leader or hero. Yet
in the best of Situations, this only mitigates the dangers of
delay; it does not eliminate them. For a democracy cannot in
advance delegate all its powers and remain a democracy. And
the crucial situation is always one that involves the undelegated
powers. Since power cannot in a democracy be delegated in
perpetuity, the crucial situation may arise just when the delega-
tion of power is up for renewal. Again, the delegation of power
is always requested in a moment of crisis or emergency. But who
is to determine when the moment is here?
The hero always presses for greater powers- It is natural to
his vocation that he should do so. He is as eager to accept new
powers as he is reluctant to surrender them after they are granted.
And it is true that, in a troubled world, no democratic community
can survive for long unless it entrusts its leaders •with great
powers. At the same time, what it gives with reluctance, it must

